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Abstract
Reading research uses different tasks to investigate different levels of the reading process,
such as word recognition, syntactic parsing, or semantic integration. It seems to be tacitly
assumed that the underlying cognitive process that constitute reading are stable across
those tasks. However, nothing is known about what happens when readers switch from one
reading task to another. The stability assumptions of the reading process suggest that the
cognitive system resolves this switching between two tasks quickly. Here, we present an
alternative language-game hypothesis (LGH) of reading that begins by treating reading as a
softly-assembled process and that assumes, instead of stability, context-sensitive flexibility
of the reading process. LGH predicts that switching between two reading tasks leads to longer lasting phase-transition like patterns in the reading process. Using the nonlinear-dynamical tool of recurrence quantification analysis, we test these predictions by examining series
of individual word reading times in self-paced reading tasks where native (L1) and second
language readers (L2) transition between random word and ordered text reading tasks. We
find consistent evidence for phase-transitions in the reading times when readers switch from
ordered text to random-word reading, but we find mixed evidence when readers transition
from random-word to ordered-text reading. In the latter case, L2 readers show moderately
stronger signs for phase-transitions compared to L1 readers, suggesting that familiarity with
a language influences whether and how such transitions occur. The results provide evidence for LGH and suggest that the cognitive processes underlying reading are not fully stable across tasks but exhibit soft-assembly in the interaction between task and reader
characteristics.

Introduction
Research on reading has identified multiple levels at which the reading process operates, from
the perceptual front-end to the integration and processing of higher-level semantic information. While there are competing hypotheses on what might constitute a particular level or sublevel, the most prominent ones are word identification, syntactic parsing, and higher-level
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semantic integration [1–4]. There is plenty of evidence for distinct processes that operate at
these different levels, but the investigation of these three levels constitutes almost three different research areas. Research on these different levels is often distinguished by the use of different designs, manipulations, and preferred types of stimuli. For example, investigations of word
recognition heavily rely on paradigms using individual words or sublexical features, for the
most part not extending the scale of presenting two related words. Word-recognition researchers prefer particular tasks such as word naming or lexical decision. However, some studies of
eye movements during reading might also be classified as primarily aiming at word recognition processes because eye movements are often modelled as to be primarily driven by wordlevel features (e.g., [5,6] but see [7]). Investigations of syntactic parsing prefer a sentence level
scale, with studies often not extending beyond the scale of two sentences, because one sentence
alone already provides most of the linguistic space needed to investigate syntactic structures
[1]. Here particularly, eye tracking and EEG-recordings are prominent, even though selfpaced reading has been used as well. Finally, research on higher-level semantic integration necessarily needs to investigate longer text passages where the build-up of an overarching meaning is possible (e.g., into situation models), and the reading process is mostly measured using
eye movements or self-paced reading.
Naturally, reading of connected texts relies on all of these levels working in concert—not
just in parallel but with discourse, sentence, and word processing all having the opportunity to
inform one another. However, because of these methodological disparities, research on reading across these three levels is seldomly integrated. Connections between research findings on
the different levels usually do not go much further than incorporating prominent variables
that have been primarilty investigated at one level within one paradigm as covariates when
investigating another level. To our knowledge, the most far-reaching transfer across these levels is the integration of variables such as word frequency, word length or sentence length as
covariates in paradigms that investigate connected text reading (e.g., [8–12]). Accordingly, not
much is known about what happens to the reading process when crossing the bridge between
different reading tasks that either differ in their emphasis on one of these levels or simply do
not contain a particular kind of information on which some of these levels operate (i.e., reading a random word list does neither afford syntactic parsing, nor higher-level semantic
integration).
However, judging by the practice of transferring covariates between research of these different levels, the tacit assumption seems to be that those levels always participate in the reading
process in the way they have been observed within their specific research paradigms. But that
tacit assumption is at odds with the empirical evidence. Upsetting this covariate-based confidence of sameness of effects across levels is recent research on the word-length and frequency
effects: Effects of word frequency and of word length actually decline steadily across the continued reading of connected texts [13] and the effects of word-frequency actually increase over
the course of a lexical decision task [14].
The latent assumption of this parsing of levels and transferring of covariates across them is
twofold: first, that sentence reading is effectively a combination of word identification and syntactic parsing and second, that text reading is a combination of word identification, syntactic
parsing, and higher-level semantic integration. No matter how much a particular researcher
agrees with this assumption, it can safely be said that we know little about what happens at the
boundary between reading tasks that primarily afford processing on one of the levels and reading tasks that afford processing another level. However, the differences between these methodologies suggest that the boundary is sharp and that participants must transition from one task
to the next very quickly. While there are occasional studies discarding the first couple of reading times to remove any task-onset effects, there is no such general practice in research on
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reading. Hence, the assumption seems to be that, following proper instruction of participants,
the reading process performs relatively stably in a specific mode that encompasses a certain
combination of processes on the different levels within a very short time-interval, and
responses right from the start of stimulus presentation generate valid data points (fixation
durations, word- or sentence reading times, etc.).
Outlining the position so far, the current paper focuses on the question of what happens at
the boundary of two reading tasks, specifically the boundary between levels of word-reading
and connected-text reading. We want to outline an alternative hypothesis about the impact of
task switching that predicts a discontinuous and potentially long-lasting effect of switching
between different reading tasks and so between different processes of reading. As summarized
above, current practices with reading data suggest that the reading process should be stable
across these levels. Hence, a reasonable baseline expectation for the impact of task switching is
that any impact of switching from reading at one level to another should be short-lived and
additive. Our alternative hypothesis is the Language Game Hypothesis (LGH) of reading
aimed at testing the prediction that switching from one reading task to another will lead to
phase transition-like patterns in reading process measures [15]. In the following sections, we
will describe LGH in three major veins: its conceptualization of reading as an activity, its prediction that task-switching will lead to phase-transitions in the reading process, and its implications of specific consequences of phase-transitions in the context of reading. We will test
LGH in two studies of how readers—both native English speakers (L1) and readers with
English as their second language (L2)—switch between reading of random word lists and reading of ordered texts using self-paced reading.

The language game hypothesis (LGH) of reading: an introduction and
background
As the name implies, LGH was inspired by Wittgenstein’s concept of the “language game”
[16]. The idea of a language game is that the use of language in a particular situation adheres to
“rules,” but those rules are contingent on properties of the context and the interlocutors, as
well as cultural-historical influences. What the language game conception has in common
with more widely held assumptions in (psycho-)linguistics and reading research is that language-use is governed by rules. Where it differs from this assumption is that these rules are not
primarily linguistic in nature, and that they are not universal in the sense that they reveal the
basic structure that governs language-use across all or most situations. Rather, there are different language games, some of which might have similar rules that govern them, and some
might have radically different rules. LGH adapts the notion of the language game to reading,
specifically interpreting different reading tasks and/or stimulus configurations in analogy to
different situations of language-use in which the perceptual-cognitive processes of reading
unfold. Accordingly, different reading tasks might be governed by very different “rules” and
not by a universal reading process [17]. LGH was formulated to address concerns regarding
the problem of meaning in contemporary reading research, but also with regard to mounting
evidence that linguistic rules are not universal across different languages and reading tasks
(e.g., [18]). On the contrary, the evidence indicates that the perceptual-cognitive processes
behind reading are similarly co-constituted by characteristics of the reading task or material,
that is they are not rigid but softly-assembled processes. In the following sections, we will discuss each of these problems and end with specific predictions of LGH for the case of switching
between two reading tasks.
Concern over cognitive architecture: Rigid or soft assembly?. Our choices for assumptions about cognitive architecture are twofold, at least: cognitive processes governing reading
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(and other mental feats) could be rigidly assembled, conforming to a set of context-independent processes that work according to a fixed set of rules, or they could be softly assembled,
conforming to emergent properties resulting from self-organizing processes founded on
multi-scaled interaction of organisms with situational properties [19,20].
Perspectives approaching the mind as a self-organizing process rest on the foundations of
higher-level interaction effects between experimental-psychological manipulations [21,22]
and, more profoundly, by the observation of fractal and multifractal patterns in behavioral and
(neuro-)physiological measures [23], some of which actually affect perceptual and cognitive
outcomes [24–38].
On the one hand, higher-level interactions seem like they might clutter our view of the
basic properties of mental processes, those properties that we might need for handling models
of the different aspects of human cognition, action and perception (e.g., “the degrees of freedom problem”; [39,40]). On the other hand, the seeming clutter might reflect a higher-order
structure that we ignore at our theoretical peril. The (multi-)fractal patterns in human cognitive performance—even in reading of text or random word lists—suggest in a mathematically
estimable and empirically tangible way that measures of human behavior may not always
decompose into different, distinguishable sources of variability, but that the presumed different and independent components of that behavior are inextricably woven into each other [23].
These findings have invited the interpretation that human cognition and behavior are selforganizing processes that support the emergence of higher-level functions (such as word recognition, syntactic parsing, or semantic integration during reading), but this theoretical
approach entails that those functions are a temporary form of organization that comes about
in the interaction between an organism and context, and are not universal.
The situational roots entailed by the LGH suggest that measures of cognitive performance
should exhibit complexity properties when changes in situation or task occur, which otherwise
would be ascribed solely to the cognitive processes themselves [15,17]. They further suggest
that so-called “complexity flags” (e.g., changes in fractal properties and indicators of phasetransition outlined in more detail below) are more fundamental basic properties that we might
expect from self-organized cognitive architectures [20,41,42].
The question of meaning in particular. The second concern is that the concept of meaning itself is not much discussed or outlined in reading research (or cognitive psychology in
general; [43]). It is usually taken for granted in the definition of what reading is, that some
form of information is present that can be understood and interpreted by a reader and has
some kind of impact on the reader’s (potential) behavior. Indeed, the whole premise of a logical coherence taking on causal impact in shaping behavior may be one of the most stunning
and ambitious possibilities distinguishing the innovations of cognitive science against any
other science [44].
The majority of theories and models of reading seem to conceptualize meaning based on
Frege’s axiom of composability [45], where the (literal) meaning of a sentence is composed of
the meaning of its constituent words in their syntactical arrangement. After all, these theories
and models derive or ascribe all the driving components of the reading process from or to the
text material, quantified by variables such as word length, word frequency, word class, word
order, sentence coherence characteristics and so forth. Here, successfully understanding a
word is the mapping of an external percept to its mental representation anchored on word
characteristics. On this basis, syntactic structure provides a means for combining these elemental word meanings whose combination supports a reader’s judgment of coherence within
or across sentences. In order for this mapping process to work (i.e., for word and text characteristics to be effective drivers of the reading process), elements on both sides of this relationship need to be stable.
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However, this requirement comes at the cost of having to define meaning in such a way
that it is internal to the cognitive system, where the blueprint for reading research is the concept of the mental lexicon. Here the meaning of one word is defined in terms of other words
or defined in terms of graded associations to many, potentially all other words [46]. Again,
such a conceptualization of the mental lexicon must be rigid to fulfill its purpose, namely, to
preserve the meaning of a word. More pressingly, this definition renders language meaningless, because it is fully tautological [16].
Let us consider a brief example of a mental lexicon containing a finite set of words, for
example wood, tree, and bench. As long as this lexicon requires the definition of meaning of
those words to be stable and self-contained within the lexicon, any attempt to define their
meaning leads to a tautology. For example, we could define wood = : tree, and bench = : wood,
but what about tree? If we leave tree undefined, so are wood and bench. If we define tree by
wood or bench, then it implies nothing more that tree is tree. This problem can be solved if one
allows other factors to co-define meaning, such as properties of the state of the organism or
the situation at hand. However, this necessarily implies that meaning–and the relation of the
word to each other–changes as organisms and situational properties change. To summarize,
while we define reading as an activity that is about meaning, our conceptions of what drives
the reading process are at odds with what we would require of a meaningful language. Beside
these conceptual considerations, empirical evidence casts a shadow over Fregean stability for
the sake of Fregean composability: the most basic of these text-characteristic predictors at the
word level (e.g., word length and word frequency) are not stable across the duration of different reading tasks [13,14], and also situation-model dimensions from discourse-level theories
fail to show consistent effects when applied to long texts [8].
The motivation then for the LGH was to relax some of the requirements about the definition of meaning. As this required also the relaxation of the assumption of rigidity of the underlying processes, founding an ontology of the mental architecture in softly-assembled processes
of self-organization seemed a natural grounding.
Language-game hypothesis proposes readers draw a softly-assembled context-dependent meaning from the printed word(s). Hence, the language-game conception relaxes the
need of defining meaning strictly in terms of stable linguistic constituents and entertains the
idea that various proximal and remote non-linguistic factors co-define meaning as well. From
the perspective of the self-organizing nature of cognitive processes–and hence also those processes that participate in reading–something like LGH becomes even a necessary point of
departure because self-organizing processes rest on interactions operating across many scales
at once [47–50]. Such a move also avoids the problems of the mental-lexicon restatementrather-than-solution tautology and the need for stable relationship between linguistic features
of language and cognitive performance, the former being primarily a problem of logical inconsistency and the latter being a problem of empirical findings that are inconsistent with the supposed stability of the relationship between linguistic characteristics and reading performance
[13,14].
Besides sidestepping some of the critical problems associated with the current definition of
meaning in reading research, the language-game hypothesis generates novel research questions. For example, what non-linguistic aspects co-define meaning in language? And how
exactly can linguistic and non-linguistic information be combined? The current research is
part of an effort to begin identifying the critical links between linguistic and non-linguistic
constituents of language and meaning.
Rather than assuming rigidly-assembled mapping rules from linguistic characteristics to
meaning, the LGH proposes that such mappings cannot be completely defined on the linguistic level and depend as well on temporal or situational characteristics of a reading task. That is,
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manipulating the presentation and the responses available to a reader should yield reading
tasks that seem to tap into the same context-independent cognitive processes but effectively
prompt a different reading process or bring into relief different systematicities in the “same”
reading process. Changing the reading situation can entail changes in how the reading process
unfolds over time. LGH specifically predicts that “reading games” (here: two reading tasks)
that are sufficiently different from another lead to qualitative changes in the reading process,
not merely quantitative ones.
For present purposes, we consider a contrast between reading of random word lists and
connected text. A strict compositional account would construe the difference between reading
ordered text and reading random-word lists as an additive difference: wherein context-independent characteristics of word identification are present in the same way in both tasks, but the
ordered text reading task adds a new context-independent syntactic parsing process that language structured in sentences affords. On the other hand, approaching reading as a thoroughly
context-sensitive process, LGH predicts that the cognitive processes involved in reading need
time to softly-assemble to the cognitively relevant structure of different reading tasks. That is, a
change in reading task (i.e., switching from random word list reading to connected text reading)
will prompt a re-assembly of the cognitive architecture to the new task. Particularly, the hypothesis is that this adaptation takes time because the structure of the new task is unknown and so
requires the cognitive system to explore in order to accomplish a novel assembly.
We propose to test this hypothesis by using the non-linear dynamical tool of recurrence
quantification to diagnose whether the transition from one reading task to another resembles
a nonlinear phase transition. Conceptually and algorithmically, we follow in the footsteps of
earlier work in which nonlinear recurrence properties of participants’ finger [42] and eye
movement [51] dynamics during a visuospatial reasoning task helped to predict the discovery
of qualitatively new strategies. In the next section, we provide an example of such a nonlinear
phase-transition through a simplified and well-documented model nonlinear-dynamical system. Our test of the LGH in reading will then apply this recurrence-quantification tool to a
series of word-reading times to assess nonlinear-dynamical stability across the switching of a
reading task.

Capturing phase-transitions using recurrence quantification analysis
(RQA)
A classical model system for the analysis of nonlinear phase-transitions is the Lorenz system
[52]. The Lorenz system is a dynamical system composed of three coupled ordinary differential
equations (see Eq 1) and was originally invented for the purpose of investigating long-term
atmospheric forecasting:
x_ ¼ sðy

xÞ

y_ ¼ ðr

zÞ

z_ ¼ xy

bz

y

ð1Þ

The system can exhibit two qualitative kinds of behavior, one attractor where the system
behaves chaotic (i.e., the “butterfly”-shaped loops) and one tightly converging orbit where the
dynamics on the three dimensions tend towards a single focal point over time. Changing the
parameter values can force the system from one phase (e.g., the “butterfly” attractor) to
another (i.e., the single-focus orbit). Fig 1 illustrates this with the two states–the “butterfly”
attractor and the single-focus orbit–in black, and the initial transition into the “butterfly”
attractor, as well as the phase-transition from “butterfly” to single-focus orbit attractor in red.
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Fig 1. Example of the Lorenz system transitioning between two stable phases. Stable phases appear in black, and
transitions appear in red.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g001

Hence, phase transitions in dynamical systems such as the Lorenz system are brought about
by changing the parameters in the equations, which can be done gradually or abruptly. As we
notice, changing the parameters abruptly (as we have done in the example presented in Fig 1)
does not lead to an abrupt change in the dynamics of the system, but invokes a phase-transition,
where the system exhibits a behavior that connects the two phases, but this behavior neither
draws a straight path between the two, nor is the transition phase a composition of these two.
Overall, this situation is a phenomenologically useful model for what we expect to happen at
the switch-point between two reading tasks. The parameters in the Lorenz system are analogous
with manipulations of a reading task, where parameters are held constant for a while and lead
to the display of one kind of dynamics in analogy to the random-word list reading task, and the
abrupt change to a new steady parameter state would be analogous to the onset of the ordered
text reading task from one word to the next. Behaviorally, we see two different kinds of regularities in the two phases of the Lorenz attractor that may be analogous to the potentially different
dynamics of random word list versus connected text reading. The phase-transition in the
dynamics that connects the two phases would be analogous to the re-organization of the cognitive processes when switching from one task to another. Note, however, that we are primarily
interested in the qualitative transitioning behavior that the Lorenz system displays (two phases
and a nonlinear phase-transition) in analogy to our investigation of switching between reading
tasks. We do not mean to imply that the Lorenz system itself is in anyway a good underlying
model for the process of reading—or of anything but atmospheric flows as originally intended.
Next, in order to capture such phase-transitions quantitatively, we can subject the data
observed from the Lorenz system to recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), which has been
used as a tool to analyze dynamics systems [53]. As the name implies, the core-concept of this
analysis is recurrence–repetition of elements in a sequence or time series. The core tool of the
analysis is the recurrence plot (RP), which is a means of displaying and charting repetitions in
a sequence. As we will see further below, the analysis is usually not performed on the original
1-dimensional sequence or time series, but on its phase-space portrait embedded in a higherdimensional space (such as the display of the three-dimensional dynamics of the Lorenz system in Fig 1).
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We want to introduce the analysis briefly, using an example adapted from [54], using a simple, short 1-dimensional nominal sequence, “ABCDDABCDD”. The sequence is arbitrary (it
could represent a series of fixations to different regions of interest during a reading task), but
is does not appear to be random, containing similar repetitive sub-sequences. A recurrence
plot can be used to visualize these repeating characteristics by comparing all the elements of
such a sequence with themselves, when aligned in the two dimensions of the plot (Fig 2).
The RP is not just a useful tool to visualize the sequential correlations in a sequence but can
be used to quantify their auto-correlation properties. For example, the sum of all recurrent
points on the plot tells us something about the repetitiveness of the individual elements in the
sequence, and we refer to this quantity as percent recurrence (%REC). Counting all recurrent
points that have vertically adjacent recurrent points and dividing them by %REC tells us something about the degree to which adjacent elements in the sequence stay the same or whether
the dynamics of a time series stay in the same state. This quantity is called percent laminarity
(%LAM). Counting the average length of all vertical lines on the RP quantifies the average size
or duration of such states (the mean vertical line length know as trapping time, TT), counting
the longest vertical line on the RP quantifies the size or duration of the longest state (the maximum vertical line length, maxV). However, there are many more ways to quantify the RP, and
all of them provide potentially different information about the dynamics of a sequence or time
series. Table 1 summarizes the recurrence measures and their definitions that we are using in
this paper.
An RP can also be obtained for the dynamics of the Lorenz system displayed in Fig 1. To
that end, we pick one of the three dimensions of the Lorenz system (here: the z-dimension),
which provides us with a 1-dimensional time series of x-coordinate values of the systems
behavior, similar to the 1-dimensional time series of word reading times that we are analyzing
in order to investigate the effects of switching from random word reading to ordered text reading. Fig 3 presents the 3-dimensional dynamics of the Lorenz system (Fig 3A) together with

Fig 2. Example recurrence plot (RP). The black squares indicate recurrences within the sequence “ABCDDABCDD”, plotted on the x- and y-axes of the RP. To the
right of the plot are the calculations of some of the recurrence measures in this example.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g002
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Table 1. Summary of recurrence measures used in this study.
Variable Name

Definition

Quantifies. . .

Percent Recurrence (%
REC)

Sum of recurrent points in RP /Size of RP

. . .repetition of elements across the two
sequences.

Percent Laminarity (%
LAM)

Sum of vertically adjacent recurrent points
/ Sum of recurrent points in RP

. . .how many of the individual repetitions
co-occur in connected states.

Trapping Time (TT)

Average length of vertical lines in RP

. . .how long the average duration of a
connected state is.

Maximum Vertical Line
Length (maxV)

Length of longest vertical line in RP

. . .how long the longest duration of a
connected state is.

Note. For the description of additional measure, see for example Marwan et al. [53].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t001

the individual data from each of the three dimensions (Fig 3B), the lowest of which is represented as a recurrence plot (Fig 3C).
As can be seen, the RP captures the different dynamics of the Lorenz system–the first phase
where the system exhibits attractor dynamics, but also the second phase where the system converges to a single-focus orbit. Moreover, we can see the transition phase in between where the
system initially drops in terms of recurrences, and then starts to settle into the single-focusorbit attractor. Such changes can be quantified by examining the change of the RQA measures
over time and are indicative of whether a system undergoes a phase-transition [55,56]. Note,
however, that the dynamics of the Lorenz system are better captured by measures that quantify
diagonal lines on the RP, while the reading time data that we are interested in modelling are
better captured by the vertical line measures that we described above. This is so because
sequences of reading times do not exhibit well-defined trajectories as the Lorenz system,
whose recurrences appear as diagonal line structures on an RP (see Fig 3B), but rather exhibit
a clustering of adjacent recurrence points, evident as patches of recurrence on the RP (see Fig
4 below).

Summary of hypotheses
To summarize, contemporary theory and practice in reading research suggests that the different processes composing reading are fairly context-independent across tasks and that the cognitive system is able to start processing language stably during reading within a handful of
words at the most. Even though contemporary theories are silent on what would be expected
to happen at the switch-point from one reading task to another, the above summary suggests
that switching from random word list reading to connected text reading is quickly resolved by
the cognitive system.
From the perspective of LGH, there is no rigid matching between stimulus characteristics
and their mental representations, and the nature of processing of text material during reading
is inherently dependent on task and non-local stimulus characteristics. The cognitive system
adapts to such non-linguistic situational aspects in order to processes written language, and
switching between two different reading tasks entails a change in the coordination of cognitive
processes, not merely an addition of one level of processing to another. Hence, we expect a pattern in the reading process after the switch point that is similar to nonlinear phase-transition
in dynamics systems and is indicative of more global adaptation of the cognitive system to a
task. Hence, there are three patterns of results that relate to the different hypotheses:
H1: The reading process is completely stable across random word list and connected text reading and quickly adds new relevant levels of processing after a change in tasks–a minor
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Fig 3. Recurrence plot or the Lorenz system through a transition. The Lorenz system with phase-transitions (a), the values on the respective
three dimensions (b) and the RP based on the data of the z-dimension (c), indicating the two stable phases as well as the transition between them.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g003

disruption of switching from one reading task to another on the order of a hand full of
words or less.
H2: An adjustment of the viewpoint represented by H1 to respect timing differences due to the
two different reading tasks. The reading process is stable at the different participating levels,
but because different reading tasks recruit different levels of processing, the reading time
dynamics differ between the two reading tasks. Nevertheless, switching from one task to
another happens quickly as it is only a matter of enlisting a new level of processing.
H3: The reading process is inherently co-dependent on task and stimulus characteristics and
hence switching from one task to the other entails a cognitive reorganization of the reading
process that leads to a longer-lasting adaptive process akin to a nonlinear phase-transition.
This is the prediction based on LGH.
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Fig 4. Example recurrence plots and word reading series. Average RP of the O!R condition (a) and the associated average time-series of word reading times
(averages in black and standard deviations in grey) (b), and average RP of the R!O condition (c) and the associated average time-series of word reading times (averages
in black and standard deviations in grey) (d) for Study 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g004

Study 1
The aim of study 1 was to test the outlined hypotheses of the presence of a phase-transition in
the reading process between two reading tasks, namely random word list reading and ordered
text reading. To that end, participants performed a self-paced reading task in which they were
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randomly assigned either to read a sequence of random words and then subsequently to read
ordered text half-way through the task or, in another condition, to read words appearing as
ordered text and then, half way through the task, to read words in random order.
We did not forewarn participants of this change in stimulus presentation. Participants simply continued to read while the timing of consecutive button presses to reveal each new word
provided an estimate for the reading time of each new word. We then used recurrence quantification to analyze the series of word reading times to test for phase-transition properties
around the half-way point when the task changed. In analogy with the Lorenz system, we
expect a drop in repetetive structure of consecutive reading times after task switching. Hence,
we expect lower values for RQA measures that capture repetitiveness, such as lower %REC, but
particularly lower %LAM, lower TT, and lower maxV, as these three measures capture the
overarching degree of temporal clustering over many reading times.

Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty participants, undergraduate students of Grinnell College, IA, USA (average age = 18.26,
SD = 1.22, ranging from 18 to 24 yrs.; 20 were female) participated in the study. The words
and the text were presented in English, and all participants were native speakers (L1) of English
and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Ethics approval
The study was approved by the Grinnell College Institutional Review Board.

Materials and apparatus
The text presented to participants was taken from the children’s book Alien and Possum:
Hanging Out by Tony Johnston [57] describing the adventures of two fictional characters. We
used a slightly modified version of the text adapted from O’Brien and colleagues [58], containing 1082 words, who used the text to assess silent-reading fluency in school children and
young adults. Also, none of the illustrations in the original book appeared with the text. The
text was displayed on a Dell desktop PC, with a custom script (MatLab-Psychophysicstoolbox;
[59]) running the text presentation software. Two version of this text were prepared. In one
version, R!O, the first 529 words were randomized within each sentence, while the second
part of the story, equaling 554 words, was left in its original order. In the other version, O!R,
the first 529 words were left in the original order, while the second part of the story with the
remaining 554 words was randomized within sentences.
The cut-off of 529 words for splitting the story was chosen because it contained roughly
half the words of the whole text and because it marked a split point in the text after which a
new display of text began. The words were randomized within sentences (instead of, for example, across the whole first or second part of the story) in order to keep the local distribution of
word characteristics similar across the same randomized and ordered text version. Moreover,
piloting of the stimuli by the experimenters and by research assistants who were not aware of
the manipulation suggested that the words so re-arranged were still perceived as a sequence of
random words.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to either one of the two conditions, R!O or O!R, so
that 15 participants performed in each condition. Written consent was obtained from all
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participants. Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor and were told that their
task would be to read words on a monitor until a message appeared that the study was over.
Specifically, participants were told that their task was to press a button in order to reveal a
word that would appear on the computer monitor, then read that word, and then press the
button to make the next word appear after they were done reading that word. There was no
mentioning of either the words appearing in a specific order, or any changes of the stimuli
throughout the task. Thereafter, participants received a short test trial where they could familiarize themselves with the self-paced reading procedure, after which the experimental task
started. The experiment ended with a message on the screen that the reading task was over.
Then, participants filled in a few demographic questions and were finally debriefed and
received partial credit towards a research-experience grade in introductory psychology for
their participation. The reading task took at about 10–20 minutes, depending on the individual
reading speed. The intervals between consecutive button presses in the self-paced reading task
were treated as estimators of word reading time and were further analyzed as described below.

Data analysis
As described above, we used RQA to evaluate the presence (or absence) of patterns in reading
times that are indicative of phase-transition-like behavior at the switch point between reading
tasks. In order to do so, however, we need to quantify changes in the recurrence measures at
the switch point, and hence cannot calculate recurrence measure globally across the whole
reading time series for each participant. Rather we need to calculate recurrence measures for
sub-windows of the reading time series per participant, effectively transforming the time series
of reading times to a time series of recurrence properties. We did this by splitting the original
series of 1082 reading times into 107 windows of 20 data points, overlapping by 10 data points,
calculated an RP for each sub-window, and accordingly obtained the RQA measures %REC, %
LAM, TT, and maxV for each sub-window. Vertical-line based measure were used, because the
dynamics of reading times do not exhibit well-defined trajectories as the Lorenz systems (see
Fig 3B), but rather exhibit a clustering of states, evident as little squares of recurrence on the
recurrence plot (Fig 4).
Before subjecting the data to RQA, each reading time series was logarithmized and z-scored
to ensure that RQA would capture standardized sequential properties of the time series, which
otherwise would have been conflated with differences in magnitude and variance between participants. Then, RPs were calculated using the delay parameter τ = 1, the embedding dimension parameter D = 5, Euclidean normalization of the phase-space, and a radius parameter
r = 0.5. The parameters τ and D were determined following the guidelines by Wallot [60].
Each parameter was estimated individually for each participants’ time series, using the average
mutual information procedure to estimate τ [61] and the false-nearest-neighbour algorithm to
estimate D [62]. Then, the average (rounded to the nearest integer) values for τ and D were
taken across all participants. The radius parameter r was set to yield at least a minimum of 1%
recurrence, resulting in an average recurrence rate of 0.12 across all data sets. All RQA analyses
were performed in Matlab, using the CRP-Toolbox for Matlab [63].
Next, the four recurrence measures—%REC, %LAM, TT, maxV–were subjected as dependent variables to three different linear mixed models implementing the three hypotheses outlined above. This was done using nonlinear spline models ([64], pp. 189–242) to estimate
intercepts and slopes for the potentially different sub-phases in the reading time series (i.e., the
random word reading task, the connected text reading task, the transition between the tasks).
Model 1 implemented H1, assuming no transition between tasks and no differences in reading
time dynamics between tasks, essentially implementing the hypothesis that the reading process
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is fully stable and similar across both tasks:
yij ¼ b0i þ b1i Tiij þ εij ; εij � Nð0; s2ε Þ

ð2Þ

Here, yij is the ith participants value on an RQA-measures at time j, β0i = γ00+u0j, u0j~N(0,τ00)
is the individual intercept and β1i is the fixed slope over times Tiij. Model 2 implemented H2,
assuming no substantial transition between the tasks, but incorporating a new level-parameter
and slope for the second task, hence allowing for different reading time dynamics between random word and ordered text reading, essentially implementing the hypothesis that the reading
process differs between tasks in level and slope, but no transition occuring:
yij ¼ b0i þ b1i Tiij þ b2i Ph2Onij þ b3i Ph2Tiij þ εij ; εij � Nð0; s2ε Þ

ð3Þ

Here, β2i is the fixed level-parameter for the onset of the second phase (i.e., the second reading
task) Ph2Onij and β3i is the fixed slope over times Ph2Tiij for the second phase. Model 3 implemented H3, adding a third level-parameter and slope for a phase transition that might have
occurred between the switching from one reading task to another and the settling of the reading process dynamics into the new task, essentially implementing the hypothesis that the reading process differs not only between the two reading tasks but also exhibits phase-transitionlike behavior after the switch point:
yij ¼ b0i þ b1i Tiij þ b2i TrOnij þ b3i TrTiij þ b4i Ph2Onij þ b5i Ph2Tiij þ εij ; εij � Nð0; s2ε Þ ð4Þ
Here, β4i is fixed level parameter for the onset of the phase-transition TrOnij and β5i is the fixed
slope over times TrTiij for the phase-transition. The problem with the new slope and levelparameters for the phase-transition in the third model was, that we did not know a priori the
average duration of a phase-transition–if any–between tasks. Visual inspection of the RPs suggested that such a phase-transition could have spanned something between 100–300 words for
the O!R condition (see Fig 4A), and something between 100–200 words for the R!O condition (see Fig 4B). In order to estimate the average length of the phase-transition region, we
computed models with the intercept and slope for the phase-transition of lengths 100–300 and
100–200 and calculated Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) for each model. Lower values
for AIC imply better model fit, and hence we selected the length of the phase-transition period
(i.e., the number of data points that the intercept and slope parameters for the phase-transition
were estimated for) based on the model with the smallest AIC value. The results were very similar across the four RQA measures, and based on this procedure the average length of the
phase-transition was determined to be 190 for the O!R condition and 160 for the R!O condition (see the S1 Appendix to this paper for the resulting AIC plots).
Finally, in order to decide between the three hypotheses, we compared the three models
implementing H1, H2 and H3 using pairwise χ2-tests to decide between the three hypotheses.
Moreover, we tested the different parameters within the best-fitting model for significance in
order to interpret the contribution of the different parameters to the model (i.e., whether the
model indicated significant evidence for the difference in reading time dynamics between the
different reading tasks and the occurrence of phase-transition-like behavior in reading times).
The analyses were run separately for the O!R and R!O conditions in order to determine
whether task order mattered for potential changes in reading time dynamics and task switching. All analyses were run in R (version 3.5.1) using the lme4 toolbox (version 1.1–17).
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Results
Condition O!R
In the estimation procedure for the O!R condition, the average length of the phase-transition
was determined to be 190 words. First, we present the results of χ2-tests that compare the three
models implementing H1, H2 and H3 for each of the RQA measures—%REC, %LAM, TT,
maxV (see Table 2). As can be seen, all comparisons for each of these four measures favour
Model 3, implementing H3, the hypothesis that the time series of word reading times across
random word list and connected text reading contains phase-transition-like behavior at the
switch-point between the two reading tasks.
As model three was selected throughout as the best model, we next test the parameters in
model three for each of the four dependent measures. Regarding the evaluation of the phasetransition hypothesis, we see that the intercepts and slopes for the phase-transition region after
the switch from random word list reading to ordered text reading are significantly different
from zero for all four measures (Table 3). We did not know a priori whether the phase transition region would have been marked by a change in level or a change in the trend of recurrence
measures–or both. However, we see that that the signs of the parameters are all negative, indicating indeed a loss of temporal structure during the phase transition.
Finally, we also see that the two tasks themselves appear to be more temporally structured
compared to the phase-transition region, indicated by the positive signs of the parameters, and
more over the significant positive slope indicate themselves that reading performance becomes
increasingly structured with each task.

Condition R!O
In the estimation procedure for the R!O condition, the average length of the phase-transition
was determined to be 160 words. As in the analysis of the O!R condition above, we first present the results of model comparison and then the test of parameters of the selected models. As
can be seen in Table 4, similar to the results found above, the Model 3 implementing H3 shows
Table 2. Model comparison of H1, H2, and H3 for the four RQA measures for the O!R condition.
RQA measure

Model comparison

χ2

df

p

%REC
H1 vs. H2

96.05

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

12.04

2

= .002

��

H1 vs. H2

67.24

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

14.76

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

64.9

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

13.54

2

= .001

���

H1 vs. H2

62.59

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

10.23

2

= .006

��

%LAM

TT

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05

��

indicates p � 0.01
indicates p � 0.001.

���

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t002
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Table 3. Parameter tests for within the models for each of the four RQA measures O!R condition.
RQA measure

Parameter

B

SE

t

p

Intercept

0.048

0.027

1.80

= . 072

SlopeRandomWords

0.004

0.000

7.49

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.161

0.023

-7.06

< .001

���

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.004

0.001

-2.82

= .005

��

LevelOrderedText

0.085

0.025

3.45

< .001

���

SlopeOrderedText

0.001

0.002

0.72

= .469

Intercept

0.163

0.042

3.84

< .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.004

0.001

4.33

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.167

0.042

-3.94

< .001

���

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.010

0.003

-2.91

= .004

��

LevelOrderedText

0.171

0.046

3.74

< .001

���

SlopeOrderedText

0.010

0.004

2.85

= .004

��

Intercept

0.728

0.208

3.50

< .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.020

0.004

5.01

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.832

0.207

-4.01

< .001

���

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.053

0.017

-3.14

= .002

��

LevelOrderedText

0.785

0.223

3.52

< .001

���

SlopeOrderedText

0.049

0.017

2.86

= .004

��

Intercept

1.111

0.385

2.89

= .004

��

SlopeRandomWords

0.037

0.008

4.84

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-1.564

0.385

-4.06

< .001

���

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.087

0.031

-2.76

= .006

��

LevelOrderedText

1.246

0.414

3.01

= .003

��

SlopeOrderedText

0.083

0.032

2.58

= .010

��

%REC

%LAM

TT

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05
indicates p � 0.01

��

���

indicates p � 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t003

again consistently better fit compared the other two models. While Model 2 does not always
show a significant improvement over Model 1, the model comparison again favors the model
implementing H3 across all measures.
Examining the parameter estimates sheds light on the different results pattern in the model
comparison in the R!O condition compared to the O!R condition (Table 5). Even though
Model 3 has been consistently selected in the model comparison, we do not see evidence for a
prolonged phase-transition in the R!O condition. Across the four measures, all parameter
estimates except one are not significantly different from zero, and the one effect that we
observe on the slope parameter for the phase-transition on the %REC measure barely crossed
significance. Still, all level parameters for the second task (here: connected text reading) are significant and the parameter estimates are positive, indicating an increase in the structure of
reading times.
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Table 4. Model comparison of H1, H2, and H3 for the four RQA measures for the R!O condition.
RQA measure

χ2

df

H1 vs. H2

2.76

2

= .252

H2 vs. H3

27.24

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

9.77

2

= .008

��

H2 vs. H3

10.09

2

= .006

��

H1 vs. H2

8.37

2

= .015

�

H2 vs. H3

9.11

2

= .010

��

H1 vs. H2

4.14

2

= .126

H2 vs. H3

14.97

2

< .001

Model comparison

p

%REC

%LAM

TT

maxV
���

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05
indicates p � 0.01

��

���

indicates p � 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t004

Discussion
The results from the O!R task switching condition are very much in line with what was
expected from LGH. The findings provide us with a standard example of a phase-transition as
a loss-of-temporal structure between the stable phases (i.e., the performances within each
task). The positive slopes for the recurrence measures within each task suggests that there is
still an increased adaptation of the cognitive processes with each reading condition, strengthening the notion that the reading process is not context-independent across different reading
tasks but that reading reflects an interaction with the constraints of different reading tasks.
Also, it is worth noting that the length of this transition spans–on average–about 190 words.
That is, settling in from one reading task into another spans a range of the stimulus material
that alone rivals or exceeds the size of text material that is currently used within the reading
task to examine cognitive performance in that task.
The results R!O task switching are not wholly as expected. While the model that includes
levels and slopes for the phase-transition regime has been chosen as the best fitting model, the
slope parameters for the reading times are not significant themselves, even though their addition to the model improved the overall model fit, perhaps increasing the explanatory power of
the levels and slopes of associated with each of the two reading tasks. This leaves open several
interpretations. At first glance, the results do not seem to suggest evidence in favor of the
phase-transition prediction. However, the model comparison suggests rather that perhaps the
effect of the task transition changes with sequence, e.g., when going from random to connected
text, reading exhibits less of the further increase in RQA measures that would have been
expected under continued random word list reading. In any event, this sequence effect on the
phase-transition seems more likely than the absence of a quick transition. After all, if there
were no quick transition, Model 2 should not have performed worse than Model 3. Nevertheless, this is a speculative interpretation, and potentially a proper control condition is needed
that contrasts the effects of task switching with continued task performance.
Taken together, results from the R!O and O!R condition could also be interpreted as a
higher-order effect of a soft-assembling of the reading process, as they reveal what could be
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Table 5. Parameter tests for within the models for each of the four RQA measures R!O condition.
RQA measure

Parameter

B

SE

t

p

Intercept

0.036

0.030

1.204

= .229

SlopeRandomWords

0.004

0.001

5.963

< .001

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.030

0.033

-0.934

= .350

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.006

0.003

-1.987

= .047

�

LevelOrderedText

0.158

0.035

4.492

< .001

���

SlopeOrderedText

0.003

0.003

0.867

= .386

Intercept

0.139

0.035

3.930

< .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.006

0.001

5.912

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.071

0.051

-1.401

= .161

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.005

0.005

-0.939

= .348

LevelOrderedText

0.120

0.055

2.192

= .028

SlopeOrderedText

-0.002

0.005

-0.327

= .744

Intercept

0.616

0.183

3.362

= .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.029

0.005

6.110

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.335

0.251

-1.333

= .183

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.029

0.025

-1.182

= .237

LevelOrderedText

0.629

0.271

2.320

= .020

SlopeOrderedText

0.001

0.025

0.033

= .974

%REC
���

%LAM

�

TT

�

maxV
Intercept

0.858

0.379

2.262

= .024

�

SlopeRandomWords

0.051

0.009

5.419

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.634

0.504

-1.258

= .208

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.041

0.050

-0.833

= .405

LevelOrderedText

1.495

0.543

2.750

= .006

SlopeOrderedText

-0.015

0.050

-0.291

= .771

��

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05

��

indicates p � 0.01
indicates p � 0.001.

���

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t005

interpreted as a hysteresis effect. Broadly speaking, hysteresis is simply the dependence of the
state of a system on its history. In our context, it means that the working of the cognitive processes involved in each of the two reading tasks depends on which of the two tasks came first.
Similarly, Teng et al. [14] found that the presence of lexical effects in a lexical decision task
dependent upon whether the lexical decision task was preceded by a story reading task or not.
Even though this study did not investigate task switching, it aligns with our present findings
by pointing to the fact that task order matters even for what have been thought to be fundamental processes of reading. As with Teng et al.’s findings, our present results show a higherlevel nonlinearity that reveals itself in the order in which tasks are performed. At least such an
interpretation would be consistent with LGH because it would also align with Wittgenstein’s
[16] original suggestion, that there are not only different language games with different “rules”
(i.e., regularities according to which language is processed and is meaningfully interpreted),
but also different families of language games that are more or less similar to each other. Perhaps we are seeing a difference due to familiarity with ordered text that draws a reader in to
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the task and to the relative lack of engagement with a random-word list. Readers may feel
themselves more closely related to those families of readings games that more closely resemble
reading in more natural, everyday settings.
This issue of familiarity and the background experience of the reader led us to consider new
hypotheses that warranted further study. One hypothesis is that the effect pattern observed
here emerges though an interplay of reader skill and absence vs. presence of meaning in the
different tasks: For instance, readers might transition more easily and quickly from random
word reading into connected text reading which is the more stable performance state. Moreover, the inconclusive results pattern for the R!O condition might furthermore be a function
of reading skill and familiarity with a language. Native speakers of English may manage such a
transition too quick to be observable in our measures, but a group of less-skilled readers not as
familiar with that language might exhibit such a transition effect also in the R!O condition.
Hence, a second study was conducted to test these ad-hoc hypotheses.

Study 2
The aim of study 2 was to investigate whether a more consistent pattern for phase-transitions
in reading times could be observed with a sample of less-skilled readers who are less familiar
with the language of the text. Our remarks preceding Study 1 and the results following from
Study highlighted long-unaddressed context-sensitivity of reading. That is, reading is a complex process whose dynamics might be rooted in single-word recognition but quickly bleed
from single-word levels to discourse processing at the sentence- or paragraph-level and again
to the whole-text narrative level. All of that context sensitivity manifest in strictly monolingual
readers. Second-language (L2) reading embodies a dramatic accentuation of that context sensitivity offering an excellent test case to compare with Study 1. Not only does L2 reading reflect
all of the same interactions across level, from word to discourse and narrative contexts, within
the L2 text, but L2 readers’ ability to navigate an L2 text depends further on their own individual differences in command with their first language (L1) [65–69].To that end, Danish native
speakers who spoke English as their second language (L2) were recruited to perform the same
reading tasks as in Study 1, using English texts. Testing second-language bilinguals potentially
provides evidence for the generality of the phase-transition effect across languages and native
and non-native speakers. Moreover, we collected subjective ratings of text meaningfulness in
order to investigate the effect of the task manipulation on subjective meaning. We suspect that
the ability of participants to extract or construct meaning from randomized words depends on
their prior reading experience (i.e. the presence vs. absence of an intact text), and that this in
turn might modulate aspects of the phase-transition-like behavior during task switching.

Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty participants, undergraduate students of Aarhus University, Denmark (average
age = 20.90, SD = 1.52, ranging from 19 to 24 yrs.; 17 were female) participated in the study.
The words and the text were presented in English, and all participants were native speakers of
Danish (L1) and had English as their second language (L2). All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Ethics approval
The study was reviewed and approved by the Scientific Committees for Region Midtjylland
(Danmark).
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Materials
As in study 1.

Procedure
As in study 1, except that participants were asked how meaningful they found the first and second half of presented text to be, rated on a 7pt. scale from “not at all meaningful” to “very
meaningful” after they finished reading.

Data analysis
As in study 1, except that we needed to estimate again the length of a potential phase-transition
for the respective parameters in the model. Again, visually inspecting the RPs suggested that
such a phase-transition could have spanned something between 50–200 words for both, the
O!R and the R!O condition (see Fig 5A and 5B). Here, we continued with the same procedure outlined in Study 1 to estimate the average length of the phase-transition region using the
calculation of AIC for each model (see the S2 Appendix to this paper for the resulting AIC
plots). In order to decide between the three hypotheses, again proceeded in the same way as in
Study 1, first comparing the three models implementing H1, H2 and H3 using pairwise χ2tests and then testing the different parameters within best-fitting model for significance.
Again, analyses were run separately for the O!R and R!O conditions. Meaningfulness ratings were analyzed using a simple 2x2 mixed repeated measures ANOVA with the betweenparticipant factor Order (2 levels: R!O vs O!R) and the within-participant factor tasks (2
levels: random word list reading vs. connected text reading).

Results
Condition O!R
In the estimation procedure for the O!R condition, the average length of the phase-transition
was determined to be 50 words. Just as in study 1, Model 3 implementing H3 was consistently
selected as the most informative model in the model comparison test (see Table 6). In contrast
to the O!R condition in study 1, when testing for the individual model parameters, we do see
comparatively weaker effects of levels or intercepts for the phase-transition (and no effect for
the maxV measure). Still, as the signs of the coefficients are generally negative, the measures
indicate that the transition after the switch-point induced a loss in reading-time structure,
either in level or development (see Table 7).

Condition R!O
In the estimation procedure for the R!O condition, the average length of the phase-transition
was determined to be 120 words. Again, Model 3 implementing H3 was consistently selected
as the best fitting model in the model comparison test (see Table 8). Contrary to what we
observed in the R!O condition in Study 1 investigating transitions between reading tasks in
native speakers, the parameters for the phase-transition levels and slopes are generally significant (except for %REC) and indicate an increase in the level or slope temporal structure in
reading times, except for the negative level parameter for %LAM (see Table 9).

Meaning ratings by task and condition
Meaningfulness ratings were analyzed using a simple 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA with the
between-groups factor Order (2 levels: R!O vs O!R) and the within-participant factor Task (2
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Fig 5. Example recurrence plots and word reading series. Average RP of the O!R condition (a) and the associated average time-series of word reading times
(averages in black and standard deviations in grey) (b), and average RP of the R!O condition (c) and the associated average time-series of word reading times (averages
in black and standard deviations in grey) (d) for Study 2.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g005

levels: random word list reading vs. connected-text reading). There were significant main effects
of Order (F(1, 28) = 6.66, p = .001) and Task (F(1, 28) = 177.15, p < .001), as well as an interaction
between the factors Order x Task (F(1, 28) = 5.95, p = .021). As can be seen in Fig 6, this pattern
of effects was a consequence of average meaningfulness ratings being of similar (and near ceiling)
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Table 6. Model comparison of H1, H2, and H3 for the four RQA measures for the O!R condition.
RQA measure

Model comparison

χ2

df

p

%REC
H1 vs. H2

101.67

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

17.95

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

71.49

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

31.51

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

78.19

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

32.44

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

90.13

2

< .001

���

H2 vs. H3

26.45

2

< .001

���

%LAM

TT

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05
indicates p � 0.01

��

���

indicates p � 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t006

magnitude in the connected text reading condition and generally lower in the random word list
reading condition, with the difference that meaningfulness ratings were higher when random
word list reading was the later rather than the earlier of the two tasks. Hence, experience with the
intact text allowed participants to see some bits and pieces of a meaningful story throughout the
randomized words, when they had been previously exposed to that story.

Discussion
As in Study 1, we tested the hypothesis that switching between two reading tasks leads to
phase-transition like behavior in reading times also in L2 readers. Moreover, we speculated to
find a more consistent pattern of phase-transitions for both task orders, O!R and R!O,
insofar as the presence of such a transition phase was influenced by the lower familiarity of L2
readers compared to the L1 readers. Our analysis shows that Model 3 implementing H3 was
consistently selected as the best model throughout in Study 2, indicating that the addition of
intercepts and slopes for the phase-transition regime improved model fit. For the O!R condition, we did find similar effects as in study 1, but contrary to our expectations, these effects
were attenuated, not pronounced. However, we did now find effects of the phase-transition
parameters in the R!O condition, but they were not consistently marked by negative signs,
indicating a loss of structure, but also showed increased gain in temporal structure, albeit from
a lowered level. So, in line with our expectations, some of the parameters for the phase-transition regime were now found to be significantly different from zero in the reading times of the
L2 sample compared to the L1 sample in Study 1. However, also study 2 shows that the transitions from O!R compared to R!O are indeed asymmetrical.
The meaningfulness ratings collected provide a hint to some of the causes of this asymmetric transition: while all participants gave generally high meaningfulness ratings to the connected text reading task and low meaningfulness ratings to the random-word list reading task,
participants still provided higher ratings of meaningfulness to random-word list reading when
the connected text reading task came first as opposed to when the connected test reading task
came second. When participants started with the random word list reading task, they may
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Table 7. Parameter tests for within the models for each of the four RQA measures O!R condition.
RQA measure

Parameter

B

SE

t

p

Intercept

0.051

0.024

2.147

= .032

�

SlopeRandomWords

0.003

0.000

7.107

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.054

0.025

-2.171

= .030

�

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.009

0.005

-1.604

= .109

LevelOrderedText

-0.037

0.029

-1.276

= .202

SlopeOrderedText

0.007

0.005

1.269

= .205

Intercept

0.136

0.044

3.116

= .002

��

SlopeRandomWords

0.004

0.001

6.252

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

0.008

0.057

0.138

= .890

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.047

0.022

-2.162

= .031

LevelOrderedText

-0.061

0.074

-0.822

= .411

SlopeOrderedText

0.044

0.022

2.036

= .042

�

Intercept

0.656

0.198

3.314

= .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.022

0.003

6.433

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.028

0.266

-0.107

= .915

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.216

0.102

-2.128

= .033

LevelOrderedText

-0.310

0.348

-0.890

= .374

SlopeOrderedText

0.205

0.102

2.014

= .044

�

Intercept

0.947

0.391

2.421

= .015

�

SlopeRandomWords

0.044

0.006

7.062

< .001

���

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.554

0.498

-1.113

= .266

SlopePhase-Transition

-0.244

0.190

-1.284

= .199

LevelOrderedText

-0.978

0.651

-1.502

= .133

SlopeOrderedText

0.215

0.190

1.129

= .259

%REC

%LAM

�

TT

�

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05
indicates p � 0.01

��

���

indicates p � 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t007

have perceived the word they read as utterly meaningless, but readily adapted to connected
text reading where a coherent story was presented. However, when participants started with
the connected text reading task and switched to the random word list reading task, they seem
to cognitively hang on to the story of the connected text reading task, trying to extract meaning
in line with that story during the following random word list reading, even though this was
obviously difficult to impossible. Nevertheless, it was probably hard for them to give up searching for such meaning, which might be the proximal cause of the extended phase-transition
period that we observed in O!R condition in study 2.

General discussion
In the current study, we tested two hypotheses about what happens at the switch-point
between two different reading tasks. The first prediction was inferred mainly from the current
practice of conducting experiments in reading research but also accompanying theory. This
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Table 8. Model comparison of H1, H2, and H3 for the four RQA measures for the R!O condition.
RQA measure

Model comparison

χ2

df

p

H1 vs. H2

8.53

2

= .014

�

H2 vs. H3

22.81

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

12.33

2

= .002

��

H2 vs. H3

14.43

2

< .001

���

H1 vs. H2

13.47

2

= .001

���

H2 vs. H3

13.76

2

= .001

���

H1 vs. H2

12.01

2

= .002

��

H2 vs. H3

21.10

2

< .001

���

%REC

%LAM

TT

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05

��

indicates p � 0.01
indicates p � 0.001.

���

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t008

led us to suggest that the reading process–or more specifically, its different components–are
thought to be relatively task independent and quick to adapt to new reading tasks, akin to a
hard-wired processing architecture that will readily process any input that is encountered. In
contrast, we derived a second prediction about what happens at the switch-point between two
reading tasks from the language game hypothesis (LGH) of reading. Here, the reasoning is that
the cognitive processes involved in reading are not hard-wired, but soft-assembled. That is,
they are not constantly available in the background of the cognitive architecture, but emerge as
an interplay between organism and (reading) task. Moreover, the hypothesis was motivated by
problems from the philosophy of language, particularly the problem of how meaning in language can be grounded and be flexibly constructed. Here, we interpreted reading in terms of
Wittgenstein’s [16] concept of language game, where a particular context of language use
(here: reading) is not just dependent on an individual’s language capacities and the structure
of a given language, but is inherently context dependent. Drawing from LGH, we predicted
that the switch from one reading task to another entails a change in the way language is processed and a re-assembling of the cognitive architecture in accordance with the specific constraint of each task. Hence, we predicted the occurrence of phase-transition like behavior in
reading times when switching from one task to another.
Examining the recurrence properties of reading times, we found evidence for such phasetransitions in native speakers (L1) and second language readers (L2) when switching from
connected text reading to random word reading. However, we did not find clear evidence for
native speakers when switching from random word reading to connected text reading with
regard to the phase-transition parameters. These findings paint a rather mixed picture, because
models that contained predictors for the transition phase consistently exhibited better fit
according to AIC compared to models that did not include parameters for the transition
phase. The problem here was that the estimates associated with the phase-transition were not
significantly different from zero for the native speakers that switched from random word list
reading to connected text reading.
From the perspective of LGH, which is primarily based on the concept of the language
game, this pattern of effects was only partially expected, because the assumption was that
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Table 9. Parameter tests for within the models for each of the four RQA measures R!O condition.
RQA measure

Parameter

B

SE

t

p

Intercept

0.072

0.022

3.300

= .001

SlopeRandomWords

0.000

0.000

0.792

= .428

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.043

0.029

-1.471

= .141

SlopePhase-Transition

0.006

0.007

0.865

= .387

LevelOrderedText

0.057

0.035

1.628

= .103

SlopeOrderedText

-0.008

0.007

-1.104

= .270

Intercept

0.160

0.039

4.062

< .001

SlopeRandomWords

0.001

0.001

1.844

= .065

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.102

0.047

-2.145

= .032

�

SlopePhase-Transition

0.024

0.007

3.349

= .001

���

LevelOrderedText

-0.155

0.053

-2.932

= .003

��

SlopeOrderedText

-0.027

0.007

-3.807

< .001

���

Intercept

0.862

0.196

4.409

< .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.005

0.004

1.211

= .226

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.371

0.223

-1.665

= .096

SlopePhase-Transition

0.097

0.030

3.199

= .001

���

LevelOrderedText

-0.644

0.245

-2.625

= .009

��

SlopeOrderedText

-0.113

0.030

-3.711

< .001

���

Intercept

1.322

0.349

3.789

= .001

���

SlopeRandomWords

0.005

0.007

0.707

= .480

LevelPhase-Transition

-0.784

0.409

-1.917

= .055

SlopePhase-Transition

0.236

0.056

4.217

< .001

���

LevelOrderedText

-1.604

0.450

-3.562

< .001

���

SlopeOrderedText

-0.257

0.056

-4.605

< .001

���

%REC
���

%LAM
���

TT

maxV

Note.
�

indicates p � 0.05
indicates p � 0.01

��

���

indicates p � 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.t009

phase-transitions between reading tasks should occur irrespectively of task order. From the
underlying assumption of self-organization of the cognitive system, such asymmetric patterns,
called hysteresis, are expected, however, and have been observed in other domains of cognitive
performance, for example visual perception [70], motor coordination [71], or speech perception [72]. Hence, with regard to the different hypotheses, the results are fully in line with a selforganized architecture of the cognitive system, partially support LGH, but do not provide evidence for the hypothesis that the reading process is hard-wired, sufficiently context-independent across different reading tasks, nor for the assumption that the cognitive system is ready to
process linguistic input stably at a short onset period.
Study 2 provided additional information as to why hysteresis effects between the two orderings of tasks occurred. First of all, we collected meaningfulness ratings from participants,
which showed that the connected text is relatively invariably judged to be meaningful at ceiling, while the perceived meaningfulness of the random text reading task depends on whether
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Fig 6. Meaningfulness ratings. Average meaningfulness ratings by reading tasks (random word list reading vs.
connected text reading) and order (O!R vs. R!O). The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211502.g006

the connected text reading task came first or second: When participants started with random
text reading, the text was judged to be near fully meaningless, but when participants started
with the connected text reading task, the random word reading task was judged to be somewhat more meaningful. It seems that when participants have already extracted overarching
meaning of a text, such meaning continues to “shine through” even when the constituent
words become randomized. This might increase the difficulty to settle into the new task,
because participants have problems to disengage from the first task and continue to try for a
longer time to find meaningful relations that they know–or suspect–to be there from the
sequence of randomized words, while the same sequence is found to be simply meaningless if
prior experience does not suggest otherwise. This interpretation is in line with observations
that bilinguals have repeatedly shown smaller switch costs than monolinguals [73,74]. It
remains controversial as to whether this benefit reflects a specific linguistic mechanism or general executive control [75], but clarifying this latter question does not is immaterial to the fact
that we find bilinguals do persist in showing lower switch costs. What replicating this effect
here suggests is that experience with bilingualism might possibly indicate that bilinguals experience flexibility even after having made use of longer-scale structure as in discourse to connect
singly presented words.
Moreover, Study 2 found weaker effects of some of the phase-transition parameters in the
O!R condition, but with the expected negative signs for loss of structure in reading times
during a phase-transition in L2 readers. However, study 2 found also significant effects for the
phase-transition parameters for the R!O condition, which suggest a steeper increase in reading time structure at the transition from random word to ordered text reading. Even though
we expected a uniform pattern of phase-transitions across studies and conditions, this effect
might suggest that the ordered text reading task works as a stronger cognitive attractor, which
does not so much pertrub, but stabilize reading performance. That we did not find such an
effect for L1 reader we suspect is due to the lower familiarity and hence lower reading skill
with an acquired language compared to a native language. While L1 readers perhaps mastered
this transition smoothly, this was not the case for L2 readers. Assuming that it is easier to read
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an ordered text compared to a list of random words over a longer period of time, the increase
in reading time structure in L2 readers might indicate that the ordered text supported their
reading process, while this was not equally necessarily for the more skilled L1 readers. Staying
with the terminology of dynamics systems, lower reading skill acts change the attractors
strengths of different reading task. That the ordered text reading task provided the stronger
attractor was also supported by pattern of meaningfulness ratings collected in study 2.
The weaker effects of the phase-transition parameters in the O!R condition might have
their roots in higher inter-individual variability of the L2 readers recognizing the swich in
tasks. However, sample size limitations did not allow us to add participant slopes to our models, which resulted in convergence problems. That this might however be the reason is also
suggested by qualitative statements of some participants who reported after their participation
in the experiment that they initially did not recognize that words started to appear in an
ordered sentence structure, and that it took them a while (and some time continuing reading)
to fully realize this. However, we did not systematically ask participants to indicate whether
this was a common experience in our sample or not.
Still, this overall suggests that the perspective that different reading tasks constitute different
attractor-like state of the cognitive systems, and that specifically random word reading is a
weaker cognitive (attractor) state compared to connected text reading, as reading settles more
strongly and quickly from random word to connected text reading, while the connected text
reading task seems let readers transition much more slowly to another task. Our results suggest
that relevant factors for the constitution of the different task performances are the presence of
meaning (and hence the presence of underlying linguistic structures which allow a sequence of
words to be understood as meaningful text compared to a mere collection of individual
words), which governs the relative strength of the different types of cognitive organizations
between the tasks, and furthermore reading skill, which also governs the ease-of-transition
between those tasks. Moreover, we observed these effects not only in native speakers (L1), but
also second language readers (L2), which provides initial evidence for the putative universality
of this pattern across languages.
Finally, our observations on reading also have implications that potentially go beyond the
fields of reading research and language comprehension. Specifically, there is a broad literature
of task switching as a means to investigate properties of attention and cognitive resource taxation. The language game hypothesis offers a timely resolution to longstanding questions in the
task-switching literature. Switching from one task to another often exhibited a brief burst in
response time, suggesting increased processing cost. However, the literature long respected
two competing sources of this cost: reconfiguration or interference. That is, either we face the
challenge of redirecting our executive functions or the challenge of forgetting old associations
with the same or similar stimuli. The former source of costs is a top-down reconfiguration of
the cognitive system as it identifies and settles into a new task set, and the latter source of costs
is a bottom-up interference of stimulus features with past stimulus-task associations [76]. The
reconfiguration account suited a memoryless transition that had only to do with higher-order
expectations and task-set parameters, and in particular, it suited any evidence of a switch cost
that did not depend on the length or stimulus details of the previous task. However, the interference account aimed to explain a growing set of findings that suggested that stimulus, task,
and response actions did have longer-range entailments across the switch in task [77]. Making
matters more challenging were findings that reconfiguration and interference were not mutually exclusive opposites, but rather different ways to invoke interactions across various levels in
a hierarchically organized cognitive system—all of which could constitute cost with task
switching [78,79]. Here we see the interactions across scale that the language-game hypothesis
is ready to anticipate.
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More recent research has only served to accentuate the turbulence of hierarchically spreading interactions through task-switching. Subsequent research has reasserted this hierarchical
knittings-together of top-down and bottom-up control [80,81]. Furthermore, elaborations of
designs and modeling strategy have furrowed the notion of switching costs into ever finer
scales of time and rooted them in finer subdivisions of the cognitive system. For instance, as
experimenters have tested task switching not just across block but also within block, they need
to distinguish between global and local costs of switching, respectively [82] or, by another-yetsynonymous set of labels, switching costs and mixing costs, respectively [83]. Local/mixing
costs may reflect that trial-by-trial variation in the task set never permits full reconfiguring the
task set, and more global/switching costs may come from maintaining multiple tasks sets [82],
but the costs of having to inhibit interfering task-stimulus relationships seem to accrue across
time, no matter their source [84].
The task-switching literature has indeed addressed asymmetric switching costs such as we
find. Switching costs have seemed to be greater when switching from more difficult tasks to easier
tasks, rather than from easier to more difficult tasks [75,85]. Meuter and Allport [85] acknowledged that this asymmetry could well seem paradoxical outside of the appropriate theoretical perspective. Specifically, they raised this point in their study of bilinguals engaging in task switching
from L1 to L2 or from L2 to L1, which found the greater switching costs in the latter case. Their
explanation of this asymmetric switching cost had more to do with the heavy cost of inhibiting
the more familiar L1. Inhibiting a more familiar language across the entire first block of the study
proved a larger investment of cognitive resources and required a longer, slower reconfiguration
than making the first L2 response after a block spent not inhibiting L1. The full extent of this
investment of cognitive resources that Meuter and Allport imagine is really stunning: the asymmetric switch cost from L2 to L1 was so insensitive to the details of individually presented stimuli
that they were convinced that reconfiguration and inhibition operated upon the whole-language
lexicon and did not have some graded investment according to task particulars.
The present findings manage to fall beyond the predictions of task-switching literature
without actually conflicting with any of the theoretical perspectives. LGH welcomes the abovementioned contribution of participant-dependent constraints impinging on task performance,
but besides sharing the reluctance to commit to effects of task-specific difficulty/easiness, we
are unsure how to identify the “difficult” versus “easy” task amongst our options. If we called
our participants “bilingual” in their capacity to process text in two different formats, i.e., to
read narratively-ordered text (a more natural “L1”) as well as to read randomly-ordered text (a
more contrived “L2”), then the longer transition time for R!O would suggest the opposite
results from the task-switching literature [75,85]. If we had built in more explicit transition
and provided participants with some longer cue-to-target interval to plan a new response, we
might have allowed some better preparation, but the effect of such a manipulation would have
depended on our participants being actually bilingual—and not in the sense of being able to
read words in the same language with or without narrative order, which sense surely describes
the monolinguals who did not respond to longer cue-to-target intervals [83].
What we have documented here is that, when we allow the monolinguals to play different
language games within the same language, we can generate asymmetric switch costs among
monolinguals. We do not need multiple languages, and we do not even need to ask for different responses from block to block. We need only to present single words at a time, with or
without dependence across trials. The recurrent structure across button presses indicates that
each single response reflects a longer-scale appreciation of longer-scale relationship across the
different words. And having allowed participants to wind a longer-scale relationship around
these individually presented words, they have invoked their own inertia and, in effect, fabricate
their own switch costs.
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Longer-scale structure in our task makes us skeptical about boiling the current asymmetry
in switching costs down to known mechanisms in the task-switching literature. More crucially,
better comparison would require our tasks affording only local response to local stimulus features. To our knowledge, there is no analogue in the task-switching literature that allows participants to respect any linkage of the individual stimuli across trials. What the task-switching
literature provides includes linguistic task-switches from one language to another or with nonlinguistic task-switches from judging colors to judging shapes (or vice versa) for the same stimuli. Much though the task-switching literature has come to appreciate the accumulations
across time and interactions across levels of processing [80–83], task-switching research has
yet to give participants a task that asks them to embody precisely this interactive accumulation.
Here we have used the same stimuli, the same responses, and the same language across
tasks. We have thus generated an asymmetry in switching costs where task-switching literature
suggests no likely explanation. Our findings may even vindicate the colorful words of Wittgenstein about the internal complexity of just a single language: ‘Our language can be seen as an
ancient city: a maze of little streets and squares, of old and new houses, and of houses with
additions from various periods; and this surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with
straight regular streets and uniform houses.’ Naturally, the task-switching literature’s strict
adherence to tasks independence of stimuli across tasks certainly makes findings of interactive
accumulation all the more striking, but forcing the independence of stimuli across trial risks
underestimating the actual switch costs on two counts: first, by refusing participants more
room to integrate their task experience and second, by minimizing the number of time points
and time scales at which we test for these costs. The present results suggest that participants
are integrating much more than we instruct them to, definitely in our task but also possibly in
the standard task-switching studies as well.
In any case, in many of the paradigms summarized above, switching from task to task (e.g.,
from number to letter, langauge to language) is expected to occur very quickly, but our findings suggest that even for such highly trained performances such as reading, there are transition periods that endure across a range of 50–190 words on average before the participating
cognitive processes have actually settled stably into regular task performance. This means that
the observed performance when switching from one task to another on the bases of single (of a
few) trials might really only tap into a perturbated kind of performance or a transitory performance that is not like the actual task performance that one seeks to investigate. Hence, our
results suggest that task switching has to be observed across multiple trials or a more extended
period of time where participants get a chance to perform consecutively longer within each
task, and that the performance observed at the onset of a new task (i.e., the phase-transition
period) contains potentially very valuable information about shifts in attention, allocation of
cognitive resources and re-organization of cognitive processes associated with such a switch in
tasks.

Limitations and outlook
The current study, particularly with its application in reading, has several limitations that are
methodological in nature. First of all, the data here were collected using a self-paced reading
paradigm, and while self-paced reading exhibits many of the same effects that can be observed
using, for example, eye tracking [86], our observations are limited to a sampling on a word-byword basis, and more high-frequent measurements (such as eye movement or EEG recordings) might provide a clearer picture of what happens at the onset of task switching. This
coarse grain of the measure may explain why we did not find a clear pattern of effect when
switching from random word to connected text reading.
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Moreover, the notion of soft-assembly and self-organization of cognitive processes in the
interaction with a particular task was measured on a very abstract level, namely through the
occurrence of fluctuation patterns that resemble nonlinear phase-transitions. While this is a
valid prediction given self-organization of the cognitive architecture, we have neither shown a
qualitative change in specific cognitive processes, nor have we shown how the two reading
tasks night differ with regard to language processing. The former would require a multivariate
measurement of the different cognitive processes that are integratively involved in reading,
which could perhaps be obtained via EEG or time-dependent fMRI measures, while the latter
would require to show how particular kinds of (linguistic) information in the text drives those
cognitive processes differently in each of the two reading tasks. Obviously, such analysis
requires multivariate measurements that are not available using self-paced reading. Finally, a
particular limitation to the analysis of study 2 is the lack of information about the degree of
language skills participants have in English as their second language. Unfortunaltey, no such
information has been obtained from participants.
Looking forward from the present studies, future research does not only need to address
these methodological limitations, but also provide a more stringent theoretical understanding
of the nature of meaning and its role in the different reading tasks. Furthermore, a practical
goal of the current research paradigm could be to chart the “family relations” between different
reading tasks that are currently used in research on reading. This would allow to group tasks
for which more specific processing models of written language perception can be formulated,
and it would furthermore allow to define the boundary conditions for which one would expect
these models to hold.
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